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CHAPTER 3

SIGNIFYING
RELATIVE MOTION
Time, Space and the
Semiotics of Cartesian Graphs
Luis Radford

Kant was perhaps tl-re firsl to have realizecl hou' entrenched our knor'vledge of thc n'orld is in the wav \ve experience it through space and
time. Since all our- acts, even the most mundanc, plesuppose a ternp()lal ar-rd a spati:rl dimer-rsi<>n, space and tirnc, Kant r-easoned, c<-rnstitute
the ver-y conditions of knowledge: they are in us and precede all cxpelience rvhence kncxvledgg l-s51111s-1o use Kant's telrninology, space and
time are pu,rc i'ntttitiorzs. While agreeing rvith Kant's emphasis on the
importance of space and time in the experience r'r'e rnake of the r'vorld,
cul'rent rescalch cln epistcmology, anthropologl and the arts suggests,
horvever, that space and time are neither apriori conceptual czrtegt,ries.

nor the constructs of the allegeclly Piagetian univer-sal logico-m:rthematical, structures. Space and tirne are rathel- cultur-al cclnceptual categories. The culture in rvhich'lr'e happen to live not clnly provides us with
the general theoretical fr-amewor-k in which to temporally and spatially
.\lathenrtical llepresentatiort at tlte Intetface of Bofi and ()Llture, pp. 45-ti9
Copyright O 2009 b,v Infbrn'ration Age Publishine
.{11 lights of'reploduction in any for-rn reser-r'ed.
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experience our world but also insinuates paths to reflect about it, both
at a practical and a theoretical level.

THE ETUSIVENESS OF TIME

Let us go "back in time" for a moment and have a look at a problem historically considered the first in its genre. It is a problem from the eighth
century by Alcuin of York, one of the principal figures of Charlemagne's
educational reform. The problem, included in a school textbook-ProDlems to Sharpen the Young-reads as follows:

There is a field 150 feet long. At one end is a dog, and at the other a hare.
The dog chases when the hare runs. The dog travels 9 f'eet in a jump, while
the hare travels 7 feet. How many feet will be traveled by the pursuing dog
and the {leeing hare befbre the hare is seized? (Alcuin, 2005, p. 68)

The problem, written with a didactic purpose, lets us get a glimpse at
the manner in which, at this point in the Middle Ages, space and time
became object of scientific enquiry and mathematical discourse. The
statement of the problem reveals the pregnant phenomenological dimension of a world still not invaded by clocks measuring time with great digital precision. Whereas space is measured by "feet"-an already abstract
unit that still keeps its embodied form and evokes the spatial relationship
between the motion of an individual and its surrounding-time is not
explicitly mentioned in the problem. To compare the space traveled by
the dog and the hare, Alcuin resorts to the idea of jump. In a jump, the
dog travels 9 ft, while the hare travels 7 ft. How then, without explicitly
employing the idea of time, can this problem be solved?
Let us turn to the solution. Alcuin says:
The Iength of the field is 150 feet. Thke half of 150, which is 75. The dog
goes 9 feet in ajump. 75 times 9 is 675; this is the number of {'eet the pursuing dog mns before he seizes the hare in his grasping teeth. Because in a
jump the hare goes 7 f'eet, multiply 75by 7, obtaining 525. This is the number of feet the fleeing hare travels before it is caught. (Alcuin, 2005, p. 68)

The first calculation (i.e., the half of 150) corresponds to the number of
.jumps. The question is: are these the dog's jumps or the hare's jumps?
Jump (salfu, in the original Latin), is, like foot, an abstract idea: it is neither the dog's nor the hare's. It evokes a phenomenological action that
unfolds over a certain duration. It is only in this oblique way that time
appears in the problem. After each jump, the dog comes 2 ft closer to the
hare. Thus, the dog will need 75 jumps to catch the hare. This number of
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b,v the 9 ft that the d<-rg goes in ajump-the medieval
expression of "speed"-and then by 7, that is, the number of feet that the
hare goes in a jump. The resulting numbers are the space travelled by
each animal.
Problems like this became popular later on. There is a problem in a
fourteenth century ltalian manuscript, composed by Piero dell'Abacco
that reads as follor,vs:

jumps is multiplied

Afox is 40 paces ahead of a dog, and three paces of the latter are 5 paces of
the former. I ask in horv many paces the dog will reach the fox.
(dell'Abacco as translated by Arrighi, 1964, p. 78)
Here, distance is measured bv "pzrces" and, Iike in Alcuin's problem, time

mentioned implicitlv through motion.
The difficulties in dealing rvith time are well known when it comes to
philosopher-s and epistemologists. Like Alcuin and dell'Abacco, Aristotle
lelated time to motion. As he said, "$'s perceive movement and time
together ... tirne and mor.ement always correspond with each other"
r-\ristotle, Physics, IV XI, p. 62) And Grize (2005), commenting on the
elusiveness of time as expresscd in the works of Aristotle and Bishop
-\ugustine, notes that rvithin this perceptual frame of reference, 'A distance is measured in r-elation to a length; time, howevel, cannot be measr-rrcd by a time anymore than a temperatlrre can be measured by a
temperature unit" (p. 69). Time, hence, remained an implicit notion,
ernbedded in the duration of motion (like the sun's analogical projected
.hadou' on the sundials or the bodily jumps Alcuin's text talks about),
Lrntil mechanical clocks, exploiting a rhythmic pendulous repetition,
extricated it fiom its conceptual limbo and made time a precise theoretiis

in its orvn r-ight.
It therefore clcles not come as a surprise that in many Medieval and
early Renaissance mathematical problems that were accompanied by
clrarvings, time remains expressed in the perceptual motion of the moving
,rbjects (see Figure 3.1). Like Alcuin, dell'Abacco r,vas also a teacher. We
mav conjecture that in discussing these problems with their students, both
schematically enacted the moving objects through gestures or body movecal object

nrents.

Be this as it may, it might not be useless to compare the medieval and
rnoclern solutions of the previous problems. Let us consider dell'Abacccl's

problem. The medieval sclluticln proceeds by a comparison of traveled
distance: thr"ee dog' steps arc equzrl to 5 fox steps or 3D : 5F. Although
dell'Abacco does not rnention it explicitl,v, he assumes that ultile the fox
:les one step the dog goes one step as zueLL. Time appears in the problem
through this hidden assumption. From 3D = 5l-, using a rule of three,
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Figure 3.1. a. The drawing accompanving AJcuin's problern. b. The drawing
accompanying dell'Abacco's problem.

dell'Abacco deduces that 5D

: 8 1/3I.'. Thus, rvhen the dog takes 5 dog

steps, the fox takes 5 fox steps and the distance between the fox and the

dog diminishes by 3 l/3 fox steps. Knowing that they are 40 fox steps
apart, and continuing using the rule of three, dell'Abacco concludes that
the dog will need to go 60 dog steps to reach the fox.
The modern reader might find this fourteenth century solution a bit
strange, if nclt unclear. A modern soluticln starts, in fact, by expressing the
problem in terms of velocities, hence in relating traveled distance to units
of time. But to think in terms of specific quantified "small" ur-rits of time
(like seconds) is exactly what the medieval thinkers did not do. In tune
with the modern solution, let us assume that the fox travels 5 fox steps
per unit ol time; then, the dog travels 5 dog steps or 2513 fox steps per
unit of time. Referring to the spatial place where the dog was located at
the beginning of its race, the distance traveled by the dog (expressed in
fox steps) is:
da

= B\r

(3.1)

Referring tct Lhe preuiozrs spatial point (i.e., the rlog's initial place), the distance travelled by the/ox is:

of= oo*t,

(32)

The point at which the dog catches the fox is characterized by the
equality:

8Jr=a0+sr

(J.J/

And when we solve this equation, wl'rat we get is not the distance travelled
by one or the other, but ti:me-the time that both animals have been in
moti<-rn:
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(3.4)

1

The sense of our modern solution is cluite different ft-om Alcuin's and
clell'Abacco's. We, more

8]J

and 5l mean

3]r, whichrve then

equate to 40.

or less consciclusly, forget u'hat

and mechanically subtract them to get

J

l-rom there, we find l, the numerical value of this elusive concept that was
not even mentioned in either dell'Abacco's statement of the problem or in
its solution. Nolvwe substitute the value of t in the first equation and get

d,u3
= 8I x 72 =

100

fox steps (or 60 dog steps).1

UNIFYING SYSTEMS OF KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

There is also something very different in the modern solution. The
nrotion of both the dog and the fox were referring to a same spatiaL plint
rthe initial position of the dog in the race). In Medieval and early Renaissance problems, the motion of the moving objects involved remained
rlithout being described into a unifring system of reference (see
dell'Abacco's solution to the fox problem in note 1, where calculations ale
made by comparison of "speeds" and not by integration of data into a same
totality). From a semiotic point of view, there is a striking similarity
befi,veen the mathematical problems and the paintings and drarvings of
the Middle Ages and early Renaissance. Their respective signs revolve
around a main "subject" rvithout being linked by a truly functional unifving system of representatiorr. Fbr instance, clbjects surround the main subject (e.g., the saint) in a juxtaposed manner. Each object contributes to the
rr'hole meaning of the drarving or painting by addition of its particular
rneaning (see Figure 3.2a).

The order of the signs in paintings and mathematical texts became
profoundly transformed by the concurrent invention of the technique of
-fhe nerv cultural
perspective and algebraic symbolism (Radford, 2006).
torms of knorvledge representation continued to privilege a certain sub;ect, but now there was a relational link ensuring the relationship befiveen
a chosen central object and other objects (see Figure 3.2b, c).
The emergence of a Cartesian system of coordinates and its central
point (0, 0) was one of the most sophisticated ways in which to express the
complex set of relations bebveen the objects described in the situation at
hand. This wAs one of the crucial developmental steps in the merthernatical

A
B

C
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study of motion. The cr-eation of such a system required, in particulat, a
mathematical reconceptnalization of space zrnd time. It is hence not slll'crising that Cartesizrn graphs l-est on a sophisticated manner of signifying
ihat, from an ontogenetic viewpoint, is far from transparent to novice students.

LEARNING AND THE HISTORICAL DIMENSION OF KNOWLEDGE

is it then tl-rat r,r'e ask the studer-rts to zrccomplish r.vhen we expect
"\'hat
rom them to describe ploblems about motion thxrugh algebraic f<rrmui.ls and Cartesian gr:zrphs? As intimated by rny previous r"emarks, zr graph
r, a complex mathematical sign. It serves tcl depict, in specific ways, cer:-rin states of :lffairs. Instead of being merely a reproduction clf these, a
:r'aplr supposes :r selection of elements: rvhat it depicts is reLtdionsh.ilts
re nveen them. This is why the making of a graph of an elementary pheli)rrenolr, such zrs the motion of an object, is like putting a piece of the
'.orld on papel' (ol electxrnic meditrm). But because Cartesian graphs are
!r,-)t copies of the phenomena that they depict or represent, making and
:nterpreting them is not a trivial endeavor. A Cartesian graplr rests on a
.,,phisticzrted syrltax and a complex manner- ol corrveying meanings. It is
:lie understancling and creative use of this cclrnplex histclrically consti:'-;ted cultural folrn of signification that we expect the students to zrccom-:iisl.r rvhen dealing rvith graphs, and, as we knor'r', it does not go rvithout
.rstified difficulties.
The investigation of the difficulties surrounding sttrdcnts' r-rndelstand.:rg of graphs has been an active research area in mathematics eclucation.2
-n this chapter, I contribute to the research on graphs by looking at strrie nts' processes of graph understanding. I :rn'r interested irr particular in
-rsearching the rvay in rvhich sttrdents attenrpt to rnake sense ol graphs
rlated to pr-oblems of lelative ps1i1;n-21n ar-ea Iittle investigated thus far'.
'f
' so do, drawing on a Vygotsky's historiczil-cultulal school of tl'rought, I
: rnsider here mathernatical thinking as z'r cultur-al and histor-ically consti:.:ted form of reflection and action, embedded in social praxes and medi-.:ed by languare, signs ancl artifircts (Radfor-d, 2006). A Cartesi:rn graph
. an artifact fcrl dealing with and thinking of culturzrl realities in a mzrthe:atical manner. But, as mentioned previously, this artilact is not tl-anspar.:rt: it bezrrs the imprint and sediments of the cognitive activity of
: l'evious gener:rtions rvhich have become compressed into very dense
::-.eanings that students have to "unp:'rck," s<> to speak, through their-per--

.

'nal rneanings and deeds.
This pnrcess of "unpacking" is the socially and culturally subjective
:i:uated encollnter ol a r,rnique and specihc student rvith a histor"iczrl con-

':otrtal object-scimething that

I

have previously tern'red

objectifica,tion
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(Radford, 2003). The construct of objectification referc to au active, cre-

ative, imaginative, and interpretative s()cial process of uradually
becoming ar'vare of sornething. Within this context, unclerstanding the
making and meaning of a graph, the rvay it conveys information, the
poter"rtialities it cerrries for enriching and acting upon ()ur lvorld, rests ()n
pK)cesses of ob.jectification mediated by one's voice, others' r,oices and
historical voices (Boero, Pedemonte, & Robotti, 1997). Objectification is
indeed a multi-voiced encounter benveen an "I," an "Other," and (historical and new) "Knou'ledge."
Now, orre of the distinctive traits of human cognition is its nutltimodaL
natllre. \Vhat this means is that thinking is prrofoundly clependent Llpon
the cultural artifacts that u'e use and our own body. As Gallesc :rnd Lakolf
(2005) expressed the idea, "the sensory-motor svstenl not onlv provides
structure to conceptlral cclntent, but also chalacterizes the sernantic content of concepts in terms ol the rvay that rve functicln rvith ottr bodies in
the world" (p. a56). In otherrvords, signs (language included), artifacts,
and our body akrng rvith its various senses are vehicles for thought. Within
this context, in tl"re objectification of mathematical knorvledge, recoulse is
made to body (e.g. kinesthetic actions, gestures), signs (e.9., mathematical
symbols, graphs, rvritten and spoken rvords), and artifacts o[ diffelent
sorts (r'rlers, calculators and so on). In the practical investigation of students' understzrnding of graphs, I therefore pay attention to the studeuts'
gestural, kinesthetic, symbolic and discursir,e activit)' as thev zrttempt to
make sense of a graph.

MAKING SENSE OF GRAPHS-A CLASSROOM EXAMPLE

In this chapter, I discuss the attempt made by one group ol tenth-grade
students in their eff<lrt to r.rnderstand a graph lepr-esentirrg the relative
motion of two bodies. The data, u,hich c()mes from a five-)'ear longitudinal rescarch program, lvas collected durir-rg classroom lessons that are
pzrr-t of the regular school mathematics program in a lilench-language
school in Ontario. In these lessons, designed by the teacher- and our
research team, the students spend substantial periods of' tirne rvorking
together in small groups of 3 or 4. At some points, the teacher (rvho interacts continuously rvith the different groups during the small group-work
phasc) conducts genelal discr,rssions allorving the students t() expose, comand irnprove their different solutions.
The data that lvill be discussed here comes from a lesson f-eaturing a
graphic calculator TI 83 + and a probe-a Calclrlator-Based Ranser or
CBR (a wave sending-receiving mechanism thzrt mcasures the distance
betrveen itself and a target). The students wete ah'eady farniliar r'vith the
calculator graph environment and the CBR. In previous activities, they
pzrr-e
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had dealt with a fixed CBR and one moving object. In the activity that

I

discuss here, the students were provided with a graph and a story. The
lFaph showed the relationship between the elapsed time (horizontal axis)
and the distance befween two moving children (vertical axis) as measured
b th. CBR (see Figure 3.3). The students had to suggest interpretations
br the graph and, in the second part of the lesson (not reported here), to
test it using the CBR.
Here is the story:
Two students, Pierre and Marthe, are one meter away from each other. They
start walking in a straight line. Marthe walks behind Pierre and carries a calculator plugged into a CBR. We know that their walk lasted 7 seconds. The
graph obtained from the calculator and the CBR is reproduced below.
(See Figure 3.3 for the illustration and the graph.) The disposition of the
:xes in the Cartesian graph reflects the modern concept of space and
rirne as continuous variables represented by oriented lines. We chose
three main "events" to be interpreted-the segments AB, BC and CD.
They were different not only in their successive positions in the graph but
dso in their orientation. Within the Cartesian semiotic system, "events"
dg"ify in a rekttiorutl and unif2i,ng manner. Of course, as already mentbned, this historically constituted manner of signi$ing is far from trivial.
In what follows, we see that in order to be able to interpret these events,
the students will have to unpack space and time from the phenomenologl-ql expression embedded in motion.

f{q

;-d
q'L x.&
f!

ils

1J
*

ry;'
q-"ni:."

*

Fgure

3.3.

The story illustration and the graph given to the students.
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STUDENTS' FIRST INTERPRETATION
I focus on one 3-student group and present some excerpts of the students'
processes of interpretation, with commentaries on the progressive manner
in which objectificati<)n was accomplished. The students rver-e Maribel (M),

Marie-|eanne (MJ) and Carla (C). After discussing the problem for a few
I (Ll ), Maribel offers an interprctation of segment AB:

seconds, in Line

1.

N{: Then, there

(she ntoues the pen al.ong the segnen.l

AI}) he moves lbr rvhat ...

3 seconcls?

2.
3.
.1
5,

Mj

:

Yeahl ...

N{: Ther here

(referring t0 segnlenl CD) he ...

N4.J: (Motingthepen.oaetsegmen.lOD,.[r'ont.DloC)Ilesoesbackl'ardsfor'2
seconds ... (See ligurc 3.1a)

NI:

(StLn,nttrrizi.n,g the discussion, slte ntoites lhe pen on. lhe d,esh and, say)

He

nroves away fion.r Mar-the for'3 seconds, and then he stops (slrc stops lhe
,pen. on. llrc desh at (r
Plin.t thnl utoukl corntspond to lhe point B in tlte traplq see
|:iguru 3.1b), so (re.ferrin,g t0 segmen.l BO, she n,oites the pen furlher ol.on,g the
d,esh; see Figu'e ).4c) he might have like dr-opped sornething fbr-2 seconds, and (nt.ouin.g lltepen bach Lhis tine; liguru 3.1t|) hc returns torvards
l\4arthe ...
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

MJ:

Well ... does it (referring utilh
have like ... specilic tlrirrq'i

a poin Ling gesl ut e lo l.he d,iskm.ce axrs) have tcr

C: His speed increases a bit ...
: ... What I mean, iCs, like, the distance, does it have to be speci{ic?
IV: No.
C: ... Ilthe speed incleases ... itrvoulcl be a cur-ve, right?

N'I.f

l.

M.l:

12.

C:

13.

NII:

(Conlinuing C's ttllerance) takes a 2 second pause and tctulns ...

M:
Ml:

(After a short re.fl.ettion)

I

I ,1.

15.

(Referrin.g to Llrc speed)

So

..

It's constant.

. I'ien-e ntoves airay fi'om

Marthe at a const:lnt speecl liir 3 seconcls

(Conlinuing MJ's ullerance) towar-ds Marthe...

\\'ell, if she l'alks with hirn, so, it [the glapliJ

doesn't rcally make sense!

In L l, Maribel attends to the first e\rent by mouing the pencil fi-om A to
B r,vhile mentioning aerbalh its du,ration ("h,e moues for illlat ... 3 seconds?").
In L4, MJ intelprets the third event, segment CD, as Pierre going back for
2 seconds, moving her pen over segment CD in the direction from D to C
(Figure 3.4a). In L5, the ideas are synthesized in a rvay that the segments
AB, BC and CD represent Pierre moving awa)r, stopping and comins
back. Tlre synthesis is organized in terms r>f Pierre's ?notiln and its duratiott.
Distance has not been mentioned. In L6, MJ asks if they have to consider'
particlllar values for the distance. However, tl're focus is put on a vague
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qualitative idea of speed and, in I-9, the idea of distance is quickly disrnissed. The students' approach r:esembles Alcuin's and dell'Abacco's in
one point: the emphasis on the phenomenological aspect of motion. But
it differs in other important aspects. Duration is here unproblematically
quantified in terms of seconds; furthermore, in contrast to the historical
texts discussed previously, the quantification of speed is not brought into
the students' discourse.
Altl'rough the students' current interpretation is not yet resonant with
the expected rnathematical interpretation, we can see that the students'
ideas have been forged through a complex coordination of per-ceptual,
kinesthetic, syrnbolic, and verbal elements. The students' dynamic pointing gestures and actions with the pen are not merely redundant mechanisms of communication, but key embodied means of knorvledge

objectification.

A closer look irt the gestural and verbal interaction reveals some
aspects of the students'unfolding interpretation. In particular, in her synthesis in L5, Maribel's gestures and actions allou'us to see that the interprctation is entangled in a j'uxtaposition of spctces. On her desk, while
referring to sesment AB and saying "He moves ar'vay from Marthe," she
moves the pen as if enacting Pierre's walk (ligure 3.4b). This motion
occurs in what we may term the phenornenologi,cal space of imrtgined nrction.
Wlrile she says, "he stops," she contin'ues rnoaing the pen in a direction that
now evokes the horizontal segment BC (Flgure 3.4c). Here, Maribel's
nrotion is not enacting Pierre's walk, but the passing of tnne (as they
explain, in this part, Pierre is considered to be still). This gesture hence
occurs in tlre Cartesian space of representation,, where a horizontal segment
represents the passing of time. And right after this, she goes back to the
phenomenoLogical space oJ' intagined motion, where her gesture continues
evoking Pierre's rvalk: Now Pierre is imagined as if being at the point that
in his walk rvould correspond, in the students' interpretation, to point C.
Instead of following the inclination of segment CD in the Cartesian
grirplr, Mar-ibel moves her pen bach, towards what rvould be Marthe's position, saying, "and he returns towards her" (Figure 3.4d). It is at the end of
this episode that Marie-feanne reminds her group-mates that Marthe is
moving too, so that, according to the current interpretation, the graph
"doesn't really make sense!" Foq if Malthe is moving, Pierre will no longer
hnd her when he walks bzrck towards her initial position!

A SECOND INTERPRETATION
Tiventy seconds later, Maribel offers a refined interpretation that tries to
address the issue raised by Marie-Jear-rne:

Signifying Relative

16. M: \\'ell rechnicalll,, he x'alks Ihster than Marthe ... right?
17. M.f : She u,alks n'ith him, so it could be that 1...1 She is walking rvith
he can rvalk laster than her' (s/re n.oites llrc pen
-;.5). [He] stops (foirzllrrg 1o points I] utd O) ...

on. segmetll

AB;

18. M: No, tbere (raferring to lhe poitt,ts B and C) they ale:rt the s?ure
19. C.: (A.fter a silent Ptuse, she sals uiLh dinppoinlnenl) Aaaaah!

see
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distzrnce ...

The gr-aph interpretation has changed: In the previous episode, the
segments were seell as plcdicating something about Piette. Marthe lvas
not really part of the story told by the graph. In L16, Maribel intr-oduces
:he two-r,zrriable cornparative exprcssion "X \'valks faster than Y." h'r Ll7,

\Iarie-feanne ref()rmulates Maribel's idea in her own words, rvhile prodr,rcing a more sophisticated interpretation. Indeed, Ll7 contains three
rdeas: (a) Mar-the rvalks with Pierre; (b) Pierrc nalks faster than her, and
ct Pierre stops.
-\lthough improved, the interpretation, as the students r:ealize, is not
of contradictions. These c()ntradictions result in part from incautiously
=ee
=nclowing tlre segments r,vith meanings cclmirrg from the pltenontenoLogical
: :ce of imagined motion and the Cartesian space of re'ptzsentation. Tl're meanr--gs overlap, rcsulting ir"r a global incoherent interpretati<-ln. Even if, at the

i:scursive level, Marthe is said to be n'alking

(Ll7), segment AB is still

'.nclerstood as l'eferring to Pierre's motion (MJ says at the end of the move-

::ent clf his pen in ligure 3.4c, "[He] stops"). However, segment BC is
::telpreted not in terms <tf ntotion but of distartr:a (L I 8): BC is inter-preted as
:clicating that the distance between Pierre and Martl:'e remzrins the sarne
i-rring this pe r-iod of time. So, rvhile segment AB is abor.rt Pierre's rnotion,
icgment BC prediczrtes something abor.rt both children's distance. The
:terpretation of the events does not yet fit into a unifying systemic logic clf

'

-,-i.lli)!=

.^ffi(lT

r3rre 3.5.

i,i:

M.f nroves the pen fi-orn A to B, me:rning Pierre's motion (1,17)
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knowledge representation. The oddiry of the interpretation leads to a tension that is voiced by Carla in Line l7 with an agonizing'Aaaaahl" The

partial objectification bears an untenable incongr-uity.
THE TEACHER

The students continued discussing and arrived at a new interpretation: In
the story-problem, the students are told that Pierre and Marthe are I
meter apart from each other. Thus, the new interpretation: Pierre and
Marthe maintained a distance of I meter apart throughout. The students
could not agree on whether or not this interpretation was better than, or
even compatible with, Maribel's interpretation (L16). Having reached an
impasse, the students decided to call the teacher (T). When he arrived,
Marie-Jeanne explained her idea, followed by Maribel's opposition; it is
this opposition that is expressed in L20:
20

No, like this (moring the pen along segment,4B) rvould explain why like,
he goes faster, so it could be that he walks {aster than her ...

2l

Then if one is walking faster than the other', rvill the distance between
them ahvays be the same?

22.
1J,

24.
25.

M: No, (zLthile moring th.e pen along AB, she say) so he moves away fiom the
CBR and then.... What happens here (pointing Lo segment BC), like?

M.l' He takes a brake.
T: 5o, is thc CBR also nroving?
M:

Yes.

In L?1, the teacher rephrases the first part of Maribel's utterance
(L20) in a hypothetical form to conclude that, under the assumption

Figure 3.6. The teacher moves the pen back and forth befi\reen the intersection
of the axes and point A.
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that Pierre goes faster, the distance cannot be constant. Although inconclusive from a logical point of view, the teacher's strategy helps move
the students' discourse to a new conceptual level. Maribel's L22 utterance shows, indeed, that the focus is no longer on relative speed but on
an emergent idea of relatiae distance. In L22, the moving gesture along
segment AB is the salne as MarieJeanne's in Figure 3.5, but its content is
dtfferent: although the gesture still enacts Pierre's motion in the phenomenological sltace of imctgined motion, it signifies Pierre mouing awal from the
CBR. Howevet as shown in L22, the students still have difficulties providing a coherent global interpretation of the graph. How to interpret
BC within the neu, r'elative motion context? Drawing on Maribel's utterance (L22), in L24 the teacher suggests a link between Marthe and the
CBR, but the idea does not pay off as expected. He then tries something different.
THE MEANING OF SEGMENT OA

26.

T:

27. M|:
22. M:
28.

T:

OK. A question that might help you.. .. Ahere (he circl.es point A).What
cloes A rcpresent on the graph? (He ntoaes llrc pen seaeral times belween
lh.e i.nlersediort of th.e axes an,tl, A; see Pictu,re 6)
I\{arthe.

No, (uthile noaing tlte pen alon.g AB, she say) so he moves away from the
CBR and then.... What happens bere (poi.nting to segmeltt BC), like?
This here Qtoinling lo ilrc intersection of tlrc axes), is it zero? (lu uriLes 0 al
only talk about the distance. OK? (He
ntoaes tlu pen, again oaer 0A as in Line 25).

the inlersection. of the axes)? We'll

29. MJ: I meter
30. T: (Rephrasing MJ's an.sater) it (i.e., tlv segmerzl
right?
31.

32.
-t.)_

M:
T:
M:

..

0,,1)

represents

I

meter,

. I meter in relation to what?

The CBR ...
OK. So, does it rcprcsent the distance between the two people?
So this (moaing lhe pen along llrc segmenls) would be Pierre's novement

and the CBR is 0.

34. Ml:

(ln.terrtQting) First he moves more ...

Capitalizing on the emerging idea of relative distance, the teacher's
strategy now becomes one of calling the students' altention to the relaiional meaning of a particular segment-the segment C)A. This segment
has passed unnoticed so far. It refers, in relational terms, to the beginning
of the story-problem*the distance between Pierre and Marthe. In this
sense, it appears as a good point from which to launch a Cartesian interpretation of the graph in general and segment AB in particular.
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The teachers captures the students' attention in three related lvays:

.
'
.

writing (by writing 0 and circling point A);
gesturing (by moving the pen back and forth between 0 and A);
and verbally (L26).

Since the students see the graph as a kind of map of the position of Pierre

and Marthe, they insist on locating them somewhere in the Cartesian
graph. Thus, in L27, point A is associated rvith Marthe. However, it is pr-ecisely not this phenomenological reading that the teacher aims at, but a
relational one. So, in L28, he formulates the questicln in a more accurate
r,vay and takes advantage of the answer to further emphasize (L30) the
idea of the relative meaning of the distance. Line 33 includes the awareness that the CBR has to be taken into account, while L34 is the beginning of an attempt at incorporating the ner'v significations ittto a more
comprehensive account of the meaning of the graph.
The teacher left the students saying, "I do not say anything more!" and
went to talk to another group. The students thus entered into a nelv phase
of knowledge objectification. They continued discussing in an intettse
way. Here is an excerpt:
35.
36.

C]:

He moves away from her, he stops then comes

closer-.

I\{: But she fbllorvs him.... So, he goes faster than she cloes, after', they

keep the same distance apart.

In L35, Carla still advocates an interpretation of the graph that suggests ?r fragile understanding of relative motions. In the first part, she
makes explicit reference to Marthe ("He moves away from her"), but in
tl"re second and third part of the utterance, Marthe remains implicit. The
plrcnom,enological space of imagined, motion and the Cartesian space of rcpresentation are not linked suitably yet. As a result, an ambiguity remains.

In L36, Maribel offers an explanation that seems to overcome the
ambiguity. Even though the segment AB is expressed in terms of rapidity,
the previously reached awaleness of the effect of rapidity in the increment
of distance makes the interpretation of BC coherent. Maribel recapitulates tlre students'efForts and says before the group starts writing atr interpretation:
Maybe he [Pierre] was at I meter (pointing to A) and then he went faster; so
now he is at a distance of 2 meters (tn.ouing the Jnn in a ttertical direction front
BC to a'point on the tirne axis, see Figure 3.7a, D); and then they were corlstant
and tlren (referring to CD) they slowed down. Would that make sense?
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!-or the first time in their process of objectification, the students provide an interpretation that stresses the relational meanings of the Cartesian space of representation. The interpretation still needs to be refined.
For instance, in the interpretation of CD, Maribel did not specify in which
manner they slowed down. Was it Pierre rvho slowed dolvn? Was the reduction of distance the effect of Marthe increasing her speed? Was it somerhing else? Nonetheless, the studerrts were able, to a certain extent, to put
into correspondence the relational meaning and the phenomenological
space ol imagined motion. Key in this accomplishment n'as Maribel's verrical gesture (ligure 3.7), which makes clear the explicit insertion of the
idea of distance in the students' discourse. To understand the students'
process of objectification, this gesture needs to be put into corresponclence with the teacher's gesture shown in ligure 3.6.
Literary critic Mikhail Bakhtin (1986) once remarked that "Each wtird
contains vclices that are sometimes infinitely distant, unnamed, almclst
impersonal (voices of lexical shadings, of styles, and so fortl'r), almost
undetectable, and voices resounding nearby and simultaneously" (p. l2a).
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 suggest that the same is trlle of gestures: Maribel's
gesture contains the conceptual intention of the teacher's gesture. Natur-ally, Maribel's gesture is not just a copy of the teacher's; it has been
endowed rvith personal tones and displayed in a different part of the
S'aph. Nonetheless, it bears an almost undetectable voice that has ser-ved
as inspiration for seeing something nelv.
In writing their ans'rver, the students, hrxvever, realized that something
important was missing: the interprelation needed to inclucle Marthe in an
explicit rvay. Naturally, rvriting reqniles one to make explicit, and thereby
objectify relationships that may remain implicit at the level of speech and
gestures. Maribel's activity sheet contains the following answer:

Figure 3.7. a. Maribel makes a vertical gesture that goes from BC to the trme axrs
and is indicated by an arrow in (b). This gesture is a eeneralization of the teacher's
gesture (Figure 3.6).
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Pierre moves away from Marthe by walking faster for 3 seconds. He is now 2
meters an'ay frorn her. They rvalk at the same speed for two seconds. Pierre
slows down fbr two seconds so he gets closer to Marthe. (Maribel)

The text is now about tl're relative distance of Pierre and Marthe (compare this text to Maribel's inter-pretation in the previous section). It is
organized in accordance with the sequentiality of a clmmon time-an element whose importance was pointed out in the second section and in Figure 3.2. The hrst sentence tells us how to imagine what happened during
the first three seconds. The emphasis is cln the distance: As a result of
walking faster, Pienr is "now" 2 meters awity from Marthe. The interpretation of segment BC follows: Pierr-e and Malthe al'e said to be walking
ftrr 2 seconds, zrt the same speed. Here, the students do not feel the need
to tell us that the distance berr,veen them remains the same. What rvas
hard to figur-e out was indeed that here they were walking at the same
speed. Thus, this is r'vhat needs to be said. In addition, as in the first and
Iast sentence, speed is left without being quantihed. In the third part, the
idea clf the distance is brought to the fore again: Pierre slor'vs down and so
he gets closer to Marthe.
Her.e we can see that the link between the phenomenologicaL sltace of
imagined motion and the Cartesian space of representation was improved.
The static segmenls of the Cartesian graph were endowed with a dynamic
interpretation whet'e relational aspects of relative distance became partially linked to the phenomenological space of imagined motion. Tl.re
central concept in the production of the students' narrative was motion.
Moving in a certain way (faster, at the same speed, slowing down)
explained what happened with the distance benveen Pierre and Marthe.
We may say that the students' interpt-etation remains prirnarily phenomenological, rather than relational. In other words, the relational meanings
conveyed by the Czrrtesian graph are still not the primary motor of
interpretation.

SHARING IDEAS

This primacy of the phenomenological over the relational became clearer
when, in the next part of the activity, the students were asked to calculate
the speeds involved in the graph. lbr segment AB, two solutions were
obtained: Maribel suggested l/3 and Carla 213. The second speed was
based on the idea that Marthe was at the origin of the graph. Following a
classroom practice encouraged by the teacher-where students are invited
to visit other groups to submit, compare and discuss their ideas-Marc
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(Mc), a student from a group at the opposite side of the classroom, came
to discuss with Carla's group.
Maribel explains her calculations to Marc:

M:

This (refening to the speed, associated uilh tlw JirsL eaenL-segmenL AB)
is one

C:
M:

38.
39.

40.

third.... Do you understand?

(Opposing Maribel's id,eal,)

No!

(Pointing to th.e ori,gin of tlte Cartesian graph;
isn't she here?

see

Figure 3.8a)

Mathe,

Mc: No, Marthe

is (trying Lo point somewltere, but ltis fnger neter l,a.nds on,
.. Okay. (He aband,on,s tlre il,ea of l,ocating Marllrc in the
Cartesian graplt, and, starts a dffirent lin,e of thouglu ). They both begin
at I neter (pointing with the back of the pen, to segment 0A; see Figurc
3 .8b) ...
the graph).

4t.

.

No, she starts

he

'Kay. Therc is

I meter here

rc (pointing to the Cartesian. ongin) . ..

(pointing to OA; Iigure 3.Bc). This is the
distance between both people (he draus an arrou between Hcnz an.d,
Marthe to sign,ifl the in,itial. distame beLueen lh.em in th.e drawi,ng accompanling tlrc storl-problem; Figtre 3.8d).

43.
44.

C: (al tlte sam,e thne)Yeah.
Mc: Herc (lv draws an arroat in, fr om of Pizrrc) he moves

M&

or (lu draus

a,n

arrlu

fbrward faster

belind. Marthe) she moves nrore slowly. So

then, it makes a difference in the distance (Figure 3.8e).
45.
46.

M:

Mc: The line increases (ntouing llte pen along segment AB; th.e anout in
Picture 6 indicates tlw sense of the ge*tne) because you have more
than one [unit ofl distance. Ok? Here (pointing to segmenL BC), it's
a stlaight line ... they arc moving at the sane speed ...

17.
48.

C: Yeah.
Mc:

49.
50.

Yes.

Here (referring to segment CD), she moves forward faster or he
slows down so that the distance is smaller.

C: Why does the distance go down again?
Mc:

Because they are closer. So the distance between the guy and the

CBR... is smaller.

Marc displays an abiliry to move between the phenomenological and
relational spaces. He shows a clear understanding of how these two spaces
relate to each other. The length of the Cartesian segment OA is translated
into the phenomenological space (L40 and L42). ln L46, the increase of
distance in the phenomenological space is related to the inclination of
segment AB.

This discussion can be seen as ocorring in a zone of proximal development created by the students within the spirit of the circulation of ideas
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in the classroom encouraged by the

teacher. The zone of proximal
der,elopment allou'ed Marc to better understand that the graph is not
really about locating Marthe sornewhere in it: the graph is rather about
relative distances. The zone of proximal development helped Carla's
group to enhance their understzrnding of the graph and the complex histolically formed cultur-al logic behind the Cartesian graph.

SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the first par-t of this chapter, I discuss two historical problems about the
meeting point of nvo objects ntoving at differ-ent speeds. As pointed out,
tlre scrltrtion involved calculations made by comparison of "speeds" and not
by tlie integration, of data into a same totality. Our brief historical excursi<-rn allolved us to remark that the concept of time r-emained rather
implicit ir"r the formulation and the solution of these types of problems.3
It may be tr-ue, as Koyr6 (1966) notes in I'ris studies on pre-modern
scientific tl'rought, that, in problems about. motion, it was more difficult to
think in terms of time than in terms of space. Time appeared imbricated
in the, concept of motion and could only be extracted from it at great
pairrs." Galileo's o\\'n AccoLrnt is eloquent. Commenting on lris expeliment on an irrclined plane, he says:
As to the nleasulc of time, I'e had a large pail filled with water and fastened
fiom above, r'hich had a slender tube afllxed to its bottom through which a
narrow thread of nater ran; this rt'as received in a little beaker during the

entire time that the ball descended along the channel [can'ed on the
inclined planel or parts of it. Tire little amounts of water collected in this
way were rveighed fiom time to tilne on a delicate balance, the differences
and ratios of tire weights giving us the difl'erences and ratios of the times,
and with such precision that, as I have said, these operations repeated time
and again never differed by any notable amount. (Galileo, 1638, p. 170)

The nerv needs brought about by the cultural and economical contexts
rf the Renaissance led to a reconceptualization of space and time and the
enlergence of nerv uni$ing systems of artistic and scientific knowledge
replesentation (I.igure 3.2). One of the most sophisticated examples of
iuch systems is the Cartesian plane, rvhose laborious constitution required
:enturies of progressive refinernents. In motion problems, the Cartesian
rlane entails the description of events in terms of common spatial and tem:or-al points of reference. The spatial-temporal location of a/i objects is
lescribed in relation to these distinguished referential points.
The Cartesian plane allorvs one to grasp uisu,ally the evolution of a phe:-.orrenon. lbr Alcuin the problem was not to determine the remaining
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distance between the dog and the hare after each jump, but the Point at
which the former catches the latter. He might have found it very curious
that one could be interested in calculating the remaining distance fcrreach value of time. Indeed, the interest in following with minute detail
the evolution of phenomena became important when attention startecl to
be given to problems of uariation in the eightcenth and uineteenth
centuries.
Now, the systemic and formal structure of a Cartesian plane aflords the

representation of other more gelleral phenomena-like equiprltential
curves (see Roth, 2003) or relative motions. In the case of relative
motions, what is signified by the distance axis is the relative distance
between the moving objects. An important level of indeterminacy is intloduced: It is not possible to tell u,here the objects are in the phenomenological world, for what is known is only the distance betwecn them. This
l'ristorically constituted form of representing knorvledge is far from evident for the novice students. The Cartesian graph bears the sediments of
previous generations of cognitive activity and understanding its mode of
signifying is, for the students, the outcome of a lengthy process of
unpacking knowledge that is termed here objecti,Jication. Objectification, in
fact, is a social process related to the manner in u,'hich students become
progressively aware, through personal deeds and interpretations, of the
cultural logic of mathematical entities-in this case, lhe cornplex mathematical meanings that lie at the base of the ways in which Cartesian
graphs are used to describe some phenomena and convey meanings.
The clata I present here suggest that one of the most important clifficulties in understanding the graph was: (a) overcomitlg an interpr-etation
based on a phenomenological reading of the segments and their descriptions in relation to a fixed spatial point, and (b) the attainment of an interpretation that puts emphasis on relative relations. The question is not trr
"forget" the phenomenological realm. It is rather to link, in a suitable way,
the phenomenological space of imagined motionwith the Cartesian space.
The ktgic of interpreting a Cartesian representation of relative motioll
became progressively apparent for the students through an intense activity
mecliated by multiple voices, gestures, and mathematical signs. Cmcial t<l
this endeavor was the teacher's interwention and the group's discussion
with Marc. The teacherwas indeed able to call the stttdents' :rttention to the
relationship between segment 0A and the initial distance between Pierre
and Malthe, thereby crea[ing some conditions for the evolution of meanings both at the discursive and gestural levels. The teacher's coordination
of words with the sequence of similar gestul-es and signs in the Cartesian
graph (Figure 3.6) helped the students understand the meaning oI segment 0A in the context of the problem. Segment 0A entered the rtniverse
of discourse and gesture, and its length started being considered as the dis-
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NOTES

l.

2.

3.
4.

Dell'Abacco's solution is as fbllows: "Do in this way: if 3 is worth 5, how much
is 5 worth? Multiply 5 by 5, which is 25, and divide by 3, you will have 8 l/
3. Now you may say: for each 5 of those (paces) of'the dog, you have 8 l/3
(paces) of the fox; so the dog approaches the fox 3 1/3 (paces). In how many
paces will he (the dog) reach her (the fox) by (covering) 40 paces? Then say:
if 5 is worth 3 l/3 for 40, how many will I have? Multiply 5 by 40, which is
200, and divide by 3 1/3. Bring (i.e., reduce) to thirds, thus multiply 3 by
200, which makes 600, and divide by 3 (and) l/3, that is l0/3 and then
divide 600 in 10, it gives 60. And the dog will do 60 paces before it reache s
the fox. And it is done. And the proof is that in 60 Paces the fox goes 60, and
the dog in 60 paces iswolth 100 [i.e., 60 steps of the dog areworth 100 steps
ofthe foxl, because three ofhis (dog's paces) are rvorth 5 (ofthe fox); therefore 60 paces (of the dog) are worth a good 100 (of the fox). It is done."
(Arrighi, 1964, p. 78). I anl grateful toJens Hoyrup, Fulvia Fr-rringhetti and
Giorgio Santi for translating dell'Abbaco's problem into English and for
their precious help in the analysis of the solution.
Since the pioneering work of Clement (1989) and Disessa, Hammer, Sherrin, and Kolpakowski (1991), infonned by cognitive science and constructivism, recent work includes Arzarello and Robutti (2004), Arzarello (2006),
Nemirovsky (2003), and Roth and Lee (2004), inspired by embodied psychology.
Similar problems and solutions can also be found in many other manuscripts, for example, in the thirteenth century Fibonacci's Liber Abacci
(Sigler, 2002).
The fburteenth century mathematicians at Merton College in Oxford did
not deal with nvo moving bodies, but rather with theoretical investigations
of uniform and non-unifbrm speed (see Clagett, 1959).
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